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even,thesearcs compriseof 2q circles.If arg A is nota rationalmultipleof 2r, the
z1 and thefixedpoints.
{ Zn} lie on a spiralthrough

circle
(c) If A - 1 is a rootofunity,{Zn} is a finiteset on thegeneralized

to thepencil of circlesthroughthefixedpoints.
throughzi orthogonal
(d) In theremainingcase, ifA # 1, {zn} is a setdenselycoveringthecirclementionedin (c).
By the remarksprecedingTheorem 2 and 3 we have:
THEOREM5. (a) If (2) has onefixedpoint,limn-.

Zn existsand

equals thefixed

at thefixed
circles
tangent
generalized
point.The {Zn } lie in generalontwodifferent

z1and theotherthroughZ2.The Zn withevenaffixlie on one circle
point,one through
and theotherson thesecond.
(b) If (2) has twofixed points, IimM n Zn exists and equals one of thefixed
generalizedcirclesthroughthefixedpoints.
points. The { zn} lie on two different

on thesecond.
The {Zn } withevenaffixlie on onecircleand theothers
on
the {Zn} lie in general
and
has
no
points
fixed
(c) If (2) is noninvolutory

tothepencilofcirclesthrough
thesemi-fixed
points.
twogeneralizedcirclesorthogonal
For odd n thecirclepasses throughz1 and for eventhroughZ2. The densityof the

{Zn} on thecirclesdependsin an obviousmanneron h/l.
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF REAL DIVISION ALGEBRAS
R. S.

PALAIS,

BrandeisUniversity

Let D be a finitedimensionaldivision algebra over the fieldR of real numbers. One way of stating the fundamentaltheoremof algebra is to say that ifD
is commutative (i.e. a field)then D is isomorphicover R to eitherR or the field
C of complex numbers.A famous theoremof Frobenius asserts that if we allow
D to be noncommutativethen there is only one new possibility:D can be isomorphicover R to the quaternion algebra of Hamilton. This is an algebra H of
dimension four generated as a vector space by basis elements 1, i, j, k which
satisfythe multiplicationtable

i2=j2 =k2

-1;

ij

-ji = k;

jk

-kj = i;

ki

-ik = j.

The proofsof Frobenius' theoremin the literatureseem to be of two types.
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Either they are elementary,but rather computational, e.g. [2], or else they
deduce the theoremfromsophisticatedgeneral resultsabout division algebras,
e.g. [1]. We wish to give here a short, self-containedproofwhich seems both
elementary and conceptual. Besides the inevitable use of the fundamental
theoremof algebra we use only the simplestfactsabout the eigenvalues of linear
transformations.
Before startingthe proofwe note that the two-dimensionalsubspace of H
generatedby 1 and i is isomorphicto the complex numbers. If we denote it by
C then H becomes a vectorspace over C (using leftmultiplicationforthe scalar
operations). Moreover C is clearly {xEDfix=xi},
while the complementary
two-dimensionalspace spanned by j and k is just {xCD Iix= -xi}. It is this
observationwhichmotivatesthe proof.
Let 1 denote the unit of D. As usual we can thinkof R as embedded in D via
the map x-)x 1. We may assume D --R. Let d be any elementof D not in R and
let R(d) denote the two-dimensionalsubspace R+Rd spanned by 1 and d. We
claim:
(1) R(d) is a maximal commutative
subsetofD, consistingofall theelementsof
D whichcommute
withd. Moreoverit is afield isomorphictoC.
Proof. Choose a subspace F of D of maximal dimensionwhichincludes R(d)
and is commutative. If xED commutes with everythingin F then F+Rx is
commutativeand so must equal F, so xCF provingthat F is a maximal commutative subset of D. In particular,if x0O is in F then x-1 commutes with
everythingin F (because xy=yxnyx-1=x-'y) so x-1'EF and F is a field. By
the fundamentaltheoremof algebra F is isomorphicover R to C. In particular,
F has dimensiontwo so that F=R(d). Finally, ifxeD commuteswith d it commutes with everythingin R(d) F, hence belongs to F.
and we
According to (1) we can select an element iED such that i2-1
may identifyR(i) with C. We can now view D not merelyas a vectorspace over
R, but also as a vector space (of half the dimension) over C as well, the scalar
operationsof C on D beinggiven by multiplicationon the left.On the otherhand
multiplicationon the rightby i can then be interpretedas a (complex) linear
T on the (complex) vectorspace D; i.e., we define
transformation
(2) Tx-xi.
Since T2== (identity),the only possible eigenvalues of T are +i and -i;
denote by D+ and D- the correspondingeigenspaces:
(3) D+= {xEED xi=ix}, D-=-xEDl
xi=-ix}.
Of course D+CD--{
0 1. We claim moreover
(4) D=D+ ED-.
This followsimmediatelyfromthe decompositionx-=(x-ixi)+?
(x+ixi)
forall xCD, the two summands being respectivelyin D+ and D- as one checks
by (3). We next note that
(5) D+=C and x, yED-=zxyED+.
The firststatementis immediatefrom(1), the second from(3).
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If D-=0 then by (4) and (5) we have D=C, so let us assume D-HO and
show that D must be isomorphicto H. First of all the real dimensionof D must
be four,i.e., its complex dimensionmust be two. This followsfrom(4), (5) and
(6) dimCD-=1.
Proof. Select any nonzero aED-. Then right multiplicationby a gives a
complex linear transformationon D which is nonsingular (its inverse is right
multiplication by a-1), and it interchangesD+ and D- by (5) so dimcD= dimcD+ = 1. Moreover
(7) a2EER and a2<O.
Proof. Since by (1) R(a) is a fieldit contains a2. But also a2EC by (5) and
thereforea2 ECGCR(a) =R. If a2>0 it would have two square roots in R hence
three square roots in the field R(a) which is impossible by field theory (or
more concretelyhere, because R(a)ztC).
By (7) a suitable positive multiple of a is an element j of D- satisfying
j2= -1. Define k=ij, so that by (6), j and k forma basis for D over R, and
hence by (4) the elements 1, i, j, k forma basis forD over R. Since j, kED-,
they anticommutewith i. This togetherwith j2 J2= -1 and k = ij show that
1, i,j, k satisfythe multiplicationtable given above forthe quaternions.
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APPROXIMATE FUNCTION VALUES AND HYPERPLANES
W. R. HARE,

JR. AND

J.W. KENELLY, ClemsonUniversity

By using an appropriate Helly-type theorem [1] it is possible to give a
characterization of hyperplanes through a condition involving approximate
functionvalues on arbitraryfinitepoint sets. The development gives a result
that generalizesa theoremof Karlin and Shapley [2] in that it removes a condition on boundedness fromthe hypothesis.
1. Preliminaries.General geometricterminologyof n-dimensionaleuclidean
space, RX,is used, and particularconcepts are noted forclarity.When a function
F, of n variables, is specifiedto be between two given functionsI and S, over a
domain D, we say that approximatevalues of the functionare given. That is, for
all x = (xi, x2, - * *, xn) in D, I(x) < F(x) < S(x). For convenience,call the closed
segmentfromthe point (x, I(x)) to the point (x, S(x)), in Rn+1 an approximate
point
@P(X)

{(XI Z):

_
I(x) < z S(x)}
functions,
*,
}k
I oflinearlyindependent

Alsofora specifiedclass = 1{401,-2,
fromthe 4Dclass
1 ajoi(x) an (linear) approximatingfunction
termL(A, x) =
established by the parameter set A -{ a, a2, * , ak}. In case a particular

